
First Grade Packet
In this packet you will find:
•Online Resource List 
•Choice Board:  Initial each activity you do. 
You must complete at least 4 activities each 
day.  Completing this work will be 
documented so please make sure your child 
stays on task. Spring Break – April 13-17: NO WORK

•Waterford: This should be done everyday, where 
access to computers, iPads, internet, etc. is possible.
•All high frequency words for first grade
•Number cards 0-10
THANK YOU SO MUCH PARENTS!!!!!!



Resource Page
• Youtube Channels (with parent supervision):

• Have Fun Teaching

• Jack Hartmann

• PBS.org---hang out with your favorite characters all while learning!

• www.storyonline.net- Have some of your favorite stories read to you by movie stars!

• Funbrain.com---play games while practicing math and reading skills

• https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome/grades-1-2.html

• Getepic.com—Your teacher can provide you with your class’s personal learning code!

• Raz-Kids – Books to be read on your child’s DRA Level (Individualized)

• Discus:  

• scdiscus.org (login: discus2020  password:  learn1!)

• Tumblebooks is great for listening to books

• BrainPop Jr. is also a great resource for a variety of subjects

• Waterford: 

• You should have gotten an email about Home Access for this.  If you did not, 
please let your teacher know and we will resend this link.

• This is a part of student’s choice boards.  This should be done everyday, where 
access to computers, iPads, internet, etc. is possible.

http://www.storyonline.net-/
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome/grades-1-2.html


Read/ Listen to book.  Tell 
a family member about 
the characters and setting.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Retell at least 5 details, in 
order, to a family member.

Read/ Listen to a book.  Tell 
a family member your 
favorite part of the story 
and why.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Make a connection to that 
book and tell it to a family 
member (what does this 
story make you think of…)

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Compare it to another 
book you read this week.

Find 10 letter “S” High Freq

words on your list. Read them 

two times each in a silly voice, 

and then write 1 super silly 

sentence using and underlining 

at least 2-3 of them.

Find 5 High Freq words that 

have 2 letters in them. 

Read them and write them 

2 times each and use them 

in a sentence.

Have your child use the High Freq

words sheet provided.  Have them 

write 2 dictation sentences like we 

give them on their spelling test 

each week! Allow them to use the 

word chart as they write to find 

the words you use! 

Were/Where            Want/Went

Her / Here                These/Those

Look at these words.  Write each 

word on paper or a flash card.  

Flash the words rapidly and see if 

your child gets them all right.

Have your child use the High Freq

words provided.  Write the 

following sentence – She said that 

she was not in the big box.  Ask

them to circle the noun, put a box 

around the verb, and put a 

rectangle around the adjective.  

Count the light switches and 
lamps in your house. Do you 
have more light switches or 
lamps? Compare and use 
greater than or less than 
vocabulary to explain your 
thinking!

Search around your house or 
room and see if you can find any 
long vowel words that end in a 
silent e. Ex: bike, rake, bone, etc.
Write at least 10 words and circle 
any nouns that you found. 

Practicing drawing 2D Shapes:  2 
triangles, 3 squares, 4 rectangles, 
5 circles, and 1 hexagon. Tell a 
grown-up how many sides each 
shape has.  Name 2 non-defining 
attributes---Ex: color, size 

Count out 36 cereal pieces or 
rice grains from your pantry.  
Create bundles of 10.  How 
many tens did you form? How 
many ones were left?

Write the following words that 

contain blends.  Tap them, write 

them, and circle the blend in 

each word.  Put a box around the 

two long vowel words. 

Frog, broke, crab, flag, slide 

Count to 100 by 1s, 5s, 
and 10s. Now start from 
12, 27, and 32. What is 10 
more or less than each of 
these three numbers?

Have a snack!  Show 5 
subtraction problems with 
your snack (ie. I have 5 
goldfish, I ate 3.  How 
many are there now?)

Use at least 10 adjectives to 
describe yourself or one of your 
family members. 
Make them good ones 
Ex: creative, hilarious, polite, etc.  
Write at least 5 down that you 
can sound out.

Write five 2-digit numbers on a 
piece of paper.  Put them all 
around the room.  Have a 
family member call out the 
number and you tell them what 
is 10 more or ten less. 

Count how many shirts you have.  
Count how many pants you have.  
Which one do you have more of?
Use greater than or less than 
vocabulary to explain your 
thinking.

Choose a writing topic from 
the Writing Choice Board and 
write at least 5 sentences on 
that topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK ONE Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Read/ Listen to book.  Tell 
a family member about 
the characters and setting.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Retell at least 5 details, in 
order, to a family member.

Read/ Listen to a book.  Tell 
a family member your 
favorite part of the story 
and why.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Make a connection to that 
book to a family member 
(what does this story 
make you think of…)

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Compare it to another 
book you read this week.

Read all of your sight 

words on the list to a

stuffed animal.  

Find 10 letter “w” High Freq

words on your list. Read them 

two times each in a silly voice, 

and then write 1 super silly 

sentence using and underlining 

at least 2-3 of them.

Find 5 words that have 3 

letters in them.  Read them 

and write them 2 times 

each and use them in a 

sentence.

Have your child use the word 

wall provided.  Write the 

following sentence – Where can 

I go to play with the little dog? 

(Students will be able to find all 

of the words independently.)

Using a book, find 10 sight 

words and write them 

down 3x each and be able 

to read them.

Complete the following to
balance the equations:
1. 9= ____ + ____

2. 6+6= _____
3. 4+3= 6+___

Edit the following 
sentences and re-write
them correctly. 
1. max will goe far away
2. Sam liks mi bik and 

wants to take it

Help cook something with a 
family member. How many
ingredients did you use? How 
many minutes did it take to cook?  
Can you read any of the 
directions? How many steps did 
you follow?

Make a list of words that 
start with ch. Sound each 
word out. Write at least 10 
words.

Look in your silverware drawer.
Do you have more spoons or 
forks?
Create 5 addition and subtraction
sentences using your 
manipulatives.

Get 10 different toys.  
Practice showing at least 5 
different addition facts 
with your toys.

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
There were 3 red birds, 2 blue 
birds, and 4 brown birds.  How 
many birds in all were there?

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
14 worms were sitting on the 
sidewalk. Then, 8 worms 
wiggled away. How many worms 
were left?

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
12 kids were flying kites at the 
park.  3 more kids came in the 
afternoon.  Later, 5 kids left.  
How many kids are still flying 
kites?

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
Kim planted 16 seeds.  Billy 
planted 12 seeds. How many 
fewer seeds did Billy plant than 
Kim?

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK TWO Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Read/ Listen to book.  Tell 
a family member about 
the characters and 
setting.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Retell at least 5 details, in 
order, to a family 
member.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Tell a family member your 
favorite part of the story 
and why.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Make a connection to 
that book to a family 
member (what does this 
story make you think 
of…)

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Compare it to another 
book you read this week.

Using a book, find 10 high

freq words and write 

them down and be able to 

read them.

Write 5 of your high freq words 

5 times each using 5 different 

writing utensils. Ex: pencil, pen, 

marker, crayon, colored pencil, 

glitter pen, etc

Find all of the t sight 

words.  Read them and 

write them 2 times each 

and use them in a 

sentence.  

Find 5 words that have 4 letters 

in them.  Read them, write 

them 2 times each and write a 

silly sentence using at least 2-3 

of them. 

Have your child use the High Freq

words sheet provided.  Have them 

write 2 dictation sentences like we 

give them on their spelling test 

each week! Allow them to use the 

word chart as they write to find 

the words you use! 

Go on a nature walk. Count the 
number of animals or insects 
you see. Was it greater or less 
than 8? Now double that 
number! What did you come up 
with?

Make a list of words that 
start with sh. Sound each 
word out.  Write at least 
10 words.

Make your favorite character 
out of Legos or play-doh and 
write down the inside and 
outside character traits—use 
adjectives!

Find an example of the way an 
author painted a picture with 
their words. Draw a picture of 
the mental movie you created 
in your mind while reading!

Complete a puzzle with a 
family member.

Count the number of beds in your 
house and add it to the number 
of people in your house. Can you 
write down 3 more related facts 
that go with this number 
sentence?

Count to 100 by 1s, 5s, and 10s.  
Try starting from the number 
16, and 25. What is 10 more or 
less than each of these 
numbers?

Count the windows in 
your house or apartment. 
Subtract the number of 
doors. How many are left?

Write 7 subtraction 
sentences and solve 
them (within 10)

Have someone write 10 
number words less than 
100 and see if you can 
read them aloud.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK THREE Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Read/ Listen to book.  Tell 
a family member about 
the characters and 
setting.

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Retell at least 5 details, in 
order, to a family member.

Read/ Listen to a book.  Tell a 
family member your favorite 
part of the story and why.

Read/ Listen to a book.  Make a 
connection to that book to a 
family member (what does this 
story make you think of…)

Read/ Listen to a book.  
Compare it to another 
book you read this week.

Find 5 words that have 2 letters 

in them. Read them and write 

them 2 times each and use them 

in a sentence.

Have your child use the High Freq

words sheet provided.  Have 

them write 2 dictation sentences 

like we give them on their 

spelling test each week! Allow 

them to use the word chart as 

they write to find the words you 

use! 

Edit these sentences and 

rewrite them correctly. 

1. Tak me back to mi hom?

2. shee gave things bak to hur.

Find all of the h sight words.  

Read them and write them 2 

times each and use them in a 

sentence.  

How many words can you 

make out of our school 

name

SUMMERVILLE 

ELEMENTARY?

Play a game with a family 
member.  Remember to use 
good sportsmanship!

Practice sounding out these
words and writing them.
pot, pet, tree, shop, spot, chip, 
clip, stop, dash

San Diego Zoo
Explore webcams and watch 
different animals live at the 
zoo.

Find an example of a cube, 
cylinder, sphere, rectangular 
prism, and cone around your 
house.  Count the edges and 
vertices and share with a family 
member. 

Go outside and find the light! 
Did you see your shadow? Can 
you hide from it? 

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
Max the monkey loves bananas! 
He ate 7 bananas in the morning. 
Then he ate 8 bananas at night. 
How many bananas did Max eat 
in all?

Gather a collection of rocks, 
sticks, or leaves. Bundle them 
into groups of 10. How many 
were you able to make?

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
Jill went to the fair. She had 16 
tickets to go on rides. Jill used 4 
tickets on the big slide. How 
many tickets did Jill have left?

Create a fact family using these 
3 numbers: 5, 9, 14
_____ + ____= ______
_____ + ____= ______
_____ -- ____= ______
____   -- ____= ______

Solve this word problem and 
record it on your solving sheet! 
There were some oranges in 
the basket.  Mike added 9 more 
to the basket.  Now there are 
15 oranges.  How many oranges 
were there to start with?

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK FOUR Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Read / Listen to a book. What 
character are you most like? 
Explain.

Read / Listen to a non-fiction 
book. What was the main idea of 
the book? Give 3 details from 
the book.

Read/ Listen to a book. What 
was the best part of the story 
and why?

Read/ Listen to a book. Retell 
the story to someone who you 
did not read the book to.

Read/ Listen to a non-fiction 
book. Draw a picture of the 
main idea and write one fact.

Choose 15 High Frequency 
Words. Write them with chalk 
outside. Make sure you can read 
and write them. Take a picture
and email it to your teacher if 
possible.

Look around your house. Find 5 
High Frequency Words. Write 
them down. Make sure you can 
read and write them.

Find a small item around your 
house (cereal, gems, noodles). 
Practice building 5 High 
Frequency Words. Make sure 
you can read and write them.

Pick 2 high frequency words. Try 
to write a sentence using both 
of those words. Make sure the 
words are spelled correctly. Do 
this for a total of 10 high
frequency words in all. (5 
sentences)

How many words can you make 
out of the words:

HOME LEARNING 

Georgia Aquarium 
Explore the webcams and 
watch different animals at the 
aquarium. Write what the 
animals were doing. 

Listen to “Bartholomew and the 
Oobleck” on Youtube. Make 
Oobleck by mixing together one-
part water and two-parts corn 
starch.

Practice making shadows 
outside. Trace your shadow 
using sidewalk chalk. Take a 
picture and email it to your 
teacher if possible.

Look around your home. Find 5 
things that are wants and 5 
things that are needs. Make a 
list of the items you found.

Make a maze using tape, chalk, 
or paper and pencil. Write the 
directions on how to solve the 
maze. 

Create 5 patterns using 
numbers. It can be a repeated 
pattern or growing pattern. 
Write the patterns. 
Bonus- Write the rule for your 
patterns.
Ex. 1, 3, 5, 7   Rule – Add 2 

Grab 8 small objects. Split the 
objects into 2 groups. How many 
are in each group. Write an 
equation. Repeat the process. 
How many different questions 
can you make that equal 8?

Count the number of 
doorknobs in your home. How 
many tens are in that number? 
How many ones are in that 
number? Draw the rods and 
units to represent the number 
and write the expanded form. 

Start at 100 and count 
backwards. Write down 
numbers 1 to 100 counting 
forward by ones. Write down 
numbers 1 – 100 counting by 
5s. Write down numbers 1  -
100 counting by 10’s.

Get a deck of cards. Pull out the 
J, K, Q, and A. Pull out 3 cards. 
Add the numbers together. 
Repeat. Number Cards are 
provided if you do not own a 
deck of cards.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK FIVE Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Read/ Listen to a book. What 
character would you like to be 
in this book? Explain.

Read / Listen to a non-fiction 
book. What questions do you 
still have about the topic you just 
read about?

Read/ Listen to a book. What 
was the worst part of the story 
and why?

Read/ Listen to a book. What 
was the most important part of 
the story?

Read/ Listen to a non-fiction 
book. Draw a picture of the 
main idea and write one fact.

Choose 10 High Frequency 
Words. Write each letter using a 
different color. Make sure you 
can read and write them.

Look in the books you read today 
for 10 High Frequency Words. 
Write them down. Make sure you 
can read and write them.

Find a small item around your 
house (cereal, gems, noodles). 
Practice building 5 High 
Frequency Words. Make sure 
you can read and write them.

Circle the High Frequency 
Words in each sentence: 
1.The number my mother called 
was three.
2. The people will drink water.
3.How will you play today?

Read the sentences to your 
student. Students write the 
dictated sentence.
1. The three men will go around 
the small yard. 
2. Can we go play outside today?

Smithsonian’s National Zoo
Explore the webcams and 
watch different animals at the 
zoo. Write what the animals 
were doing. 

Listen to “I Need My Monster” 
on Youtube. Make a monster out 
of playdough, blocks, or using 
crayons. Tell a story about your 
monster. 

Go on a walk. Look for different 
plants and natural resources.  
Make a list of the plants you 
found and the natural resource. 
How many can you find?

Build a community with blocks. 
Think about the needs in 
communities. Build houses, 
stores, and other places to 
visit. Email the picture.

Build your own hopscotch game
incorporating your doubles 
facts.
Ex.    1+1=2     2+2=4      

Find 20 objects in your house 
that are made of these shapes 
(squares, circles, triangles, 
rectangles). Make a list of the 
items you found for each shape. 

Grab 15 small objects. Split the 
objects into 2 groups. How many 
are in each group. Write an 
equation. Repeat the process. 
How many different questions 
can you make that equal 15?

Count the number of light
switches in your home. How 
many tens are in that number? 
How many ones are in that 
number?

Count by 5’s to 100. Count by 
10’s to 100. What in your 
house do you have 100 of? 
Count out 100 objects.

Get a deck of cards. Pull out the 
J, K, Q, and A. Get a partner. 
Divide the deck. Play the game 
“War.” You each flip over a 
card. Whose card is greater? 
That person wins that round. 
You can modify this game and 
add the two numbers together. 
Whoever gets the answer first, 
wins the round. 

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Choose a writing topic from the 
Writing Choice Board and write 
at least 5 sentences on that 
topic.

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

Complete Waterford 
Reading (blue) and Math 
(green)

WEEK SIX Parents:  Please initial in each box 
when the activity is completed!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Date:



Draw and write about a 

community helper.

Draw and write about what 

you like to do at the park.

Draw and make a list of the 

people in your house.

If the Cat in the Hat came to 

your house, draw and write 

about what you would do.

Make a list of words that 

rhyme with –an.  Draw 2 of 

them.

Read a book.  Draw and 

write about the character in 

the book.

Draw and write about 1 friend in 

our class. Describe them using 

adjective and give reasons why 

you care about them.

Draw and write about what 

kind of clothes you like to 

wear. Describe your favorite 

outfit. 

Draw a sea turtle and a land 

turtle.  Tell 2 ways that they 

are different.

If you were playing hide and 

seek, draw and write about 

where you would hide.

Draw and write about if you 

were a sea turtle. 

Make a list of 5 things that you 

would see at the beach and 

draw them. Write 3-4 adjectives 

to describe each noun you list. 

Read a book.  Draw and 

write about a setting (when 

and where) of the story.

Draw and write about where you 

like to go out to eat.  Give your 

opinion on why your teacher 

should go with you!

Draw and write about what 

treasure you would like to find 

at the end of the rainbow.

Write about your favorite

spring memory. Who were 

you with and what did you 

do?

If you were the Easter 

bunny, draw and write about 

what you do.

Draw and make a list of 5 

animals you see at the zoo. 

Pick your favorite and write 

a fiction story about it.

Draw and write about what 

you would do if you caught a 

leprechaun.

Draw and write about what 

kind of game you like to play.

Explain the steps and 

materials needed. 
Write down 3 questions that you 

have about spring. Research 

online safely with an adult to see 

if you can find the answer and 

write it down. 

Create a short story using a frog, 

a castle, a rabbit, and a little boy 

or girl.  Describe the nouns using 

adjectives.

Use your five senses to describe 

a spring day.  What do you see, 

hear, feel, smell, and taste?

Draw and write about your 

favorite thing you did yesterday. 

Explain who was with you and 

what you did. 

Would you rather go to the 

beach or the mountains for 

vacation? Give reasons that 

state your opinion. 

Draw and write about how to 

plant a garden. Use captions to 

describe each step in the 

process.

Draw and write about your 

favorite season Explain why it is 

your favorite providing at least 

three reasons. 

Make a list of 5 of your favorite 

foods.  Circle your most favorite 

and provide reasons why you 

like it. 

If you could go on vacation, 

where would you go? What 

would you do there?

Write how to make a peanut 

butter and jelly sandwich.  

What is your opinion on first 

grade? Explain why it is you 

favorite providing at least three 

reasons. 

Draw a picture of your 

family. Choose one member 

and write a fiction story 

about them.

Imagine that your birthday 

party is tomorrow.  What 

would your party be like? 

Draw and write about your 

favorite animal and why they are 

your favorite.  Use the word 

because.

Draw and write about your 

teacher. Give your opinion 

on why he or she is the best.

Draw and write about your 

favorite book and use reason to 

support your ideas.

Make a list of words that rhyme 

with bug.  Draw 2 of them.

Write about how to brush your 

teeth.

Draw and write about something 

you want to do this summer.
Research a topic of your 

choice. Write down your 

findings in your own words. 

Writing Choice Board
Please do a writing prompt each day.

Students should write at least five sentences per writing prompt.
Remember…………

 Start each sentence with a capital letter.
 Make sure to use finger spaces between words.

 Make sure that there is punctuation at the end of each sentence ( . ? ! )



High Frequency Word Chart
***These are the words that students are responsible for knowing this year.

the     of     and     a     to     in     is     you     that     it     he     was     for     on      are      

as     with      his     they      I     at      be      this     have      from      or      one     had     by      words  but      

not      what      all      were     we      when      you     can      said     there      use     an      each      which  

she     do      how      their      if      will     up      other      about      out      many      then      them     these  

so     some     her     would     make      like      him     into      time     has     look      two      more     write   

go      see      number      no      way      could     people      my      than     first     water      been     called    

who      oil     sit     now     find     long     down     day     get     come      made     may     part     over     new 

sound     take     only     little     work     know     place     years     live     me  back     give     most     very   

after     things     our     just   name   good   sentence  man  think   say   great   where   help   through   

much  before   line   right   too  means   much   old  any  same  tell  boy follow  came  want   show   also   

around   form   three   small  set does   another   well   large   must   big   even   such   because turn   

here    why   ask   went   men    read   need   land   different   home   us   move  try  kind  hand   picture   

again   change   off  play  spell   air   away   animal   house   point   page   letter  mother   answer   found   

study   still   learn   should   America   world




